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MassHealth Updates
Health Information Technology Investments
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MassHealth Value-based Care
Systems and data investments are increasingly important to value-based care
and MassHealth’s direction in the next 1115 waiver is in line with this trend
• Continue commitment to population health management through the
ACO model
• Invest in primary care and behavioral health
• Shift primary care from fee-for-service toward value-based care
• Continue investments in care coordination for complex populations
and health related social needs
• Requires strong partnerships and information exchange
capabilities between medical providers and community based
providers, including social service organizations

• Advancing health equity, which requires ability to capture data at
more granular levels
MassHealth will continue to create a regulatory framework for various
technology solutions that balances need for standardization and efficiency vs
allowing customization and innovation at the individual provider level.
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Updates on Health Information Exchange Marketplace
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Query HIE & FHIR Research
Support HIE Outreach Program through technical engagement with providers, vendors,
and consortia to determine Query HIE and FHIR business and technical requirements,
develop program knowledge base, and communicate capabilities to the community.
2020 - Q1

2020 – Q2

2020 – Q3

2020 – Q4

Stakeholder
Engagement &
Requirements

Research & Analysis;
Market-Capability
Assessments

Training Sessions &
Content Development

Education, Web Toolkit
Updates & Outreach

Query HIE Research Process

Query HIE Work Product

• Develop expertise in the Query HIE space and with the
vendors, CommonWell, and Carequality.
• Facilitate meetings with stakeholders, CommonWell,
Carequality, major EHR vendors, and their customer base to
understand requirements and workflow.
• Gather and document the key processes, business, and
technical requirements to connect and utilize Query HIE

• Priority-setting framework
• Query HIE Landscape Assessment
• Business-Technical Requirements Index
• EHR-Query HIE Process Workbooks
• Training Guides

FHIR Research Process
• Develop expertise in Fast Healthcare Interoperability
Resources (FHIR) and its applicability to the Mass HIway.
• Facilitate meetings with vendors, providers, and other
stakeholders with FHIR implementation experience.
• Gather and document technical and business requirements
related to the application of FHIR to the Mass HIway.

FHIR Work Product
• FHIR Capability Assessment
• FHIR Market Assessment
• Business-Technical Requirements Index
• Training Guides
• FHIR Design-Approach Options
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Interoperability Research Steps

Interoperability Research and Data Analysis
Mass HIway and MeHI Team Review
Sessions

Prioritized focus areas for education and
outreach activity
Development of consumer facing content,
web and toolkit updates, presentations
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Interoperability Research Domains & Output
Domain
HIE Services
& Use Cases

Output
• Prioritized index of HIE services, supports and use cases
• Aligned index to interoperability needs, technical standards and implementation specifications in
2020 Interoperability Standards Advisory (ISA)

Query HIE

• Review and analysis of interoperability landscape, national and vendor networks and components
and capabilities of exchange frameworks and trust arrangements
• Multiple network, EHR and provider-organization data tables to represent the current connectivity
landscape and exchange capabilities

FHIR-API

• Review of FHIR ecosystem, structure and components of the standard, specifications, overview of
FHIR accelerator projects
• Analysis of EHR API capabilities in relation to hospital-provider market share; Analysis of EHR FHIR
read-write capabilities by USCDI, FHIR Resources and Profiles

Improving
C-CDA
Exchange
Privacy &
Consent

CMS-ONC
Regulatory
Compliance

• Analysis of EHR capabilities to exchange and reconcile C-CDA and clinical data elements
• Review of CommonWell-Carequality joint document content workgroup efforts and
recommendations to improve C-CDA exchange and solve a set of common issues
• Review of HIE consent model options, issues and considerations
• Review of different approaches to facilitating access policies and consent decisions

• Review of new CMS & ONC regulation components, compliance and certification requirements and
impact to different healthcare stakeholder groups; CMS Interoperability & Patient Access; ONC 21st
Century Cures Act; Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement (TEFCA)
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Interoperability Research & Analysis Data Sets
Analysis data sets and
tables developed to
support research efforts

Query HIE

EHR Market Scan – National &
State EHR market share

Massachusetts EHR Market by
Organization Types

Interoperability Network
Comparison

Interoperability Network Participation
Status by EHR & Organization

Interoperability Network - EHR
vendor to vendor matrix

Query HIE – EHR vendor to
vendor for Massachusetts

EHR Onboarding Steps for
Carequality & CommonWell

Commonwell Implementation
Plan-Schedule

EHR HIE activation steps, exchange and
clinical integration capabilities

Summarized EHR API-FHIR & EHR
Market Share
FHIR

HIE Services & Use Cases

EHR FHIR Capability Matrix

HIE FHIR-API Capability Scan

HIE Service & Use Case Index Prioritized

HIE Services & Use Cases maps to
2020 ISA
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Content Development-Collaboration with MeHI
In collaboration with
MeHI, prioritized
areas from the
Interoperability
research and data sets
for focused review

Focus group reviews
identify and develop
content updates for
web, toolkits and
education materials

Initial Focus Areas for Consumer Education

HIE Services & Use
Cases

Query HIE

Privacy & Consent

Improving C-CDA
Exchange

FHIR-APIs

CMS-ONC
Regulatory
Compliance

Content Development Status

In Process

Completed

MeHI Query HIE Toolkit
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Update: EHR market share by provider
organization type
The top three EHRs of each provider organization type represent more than two-thirds
of the market share.

Hospital

CHC

38%
9%

32%
38%

Practices
28% 18%

24%

26% 18%

15%

30%

24%

Epic

Meditech

Epic

eClinicalWorks

Epic

eClinicalWorks

Cerner

Other

NextGen

Other

Athenahealth

Other

n: 74

n: 38

n: 592

• Epic has the largest market share among the attestation submitters
(about one-third of all markets)
• All named vendors are Query HIE capable and have FHIR-based APIs
(albeit older release of FHIR)
Source: Mass HIway CRM Data Extract Mar 2020;
Mass HIway Attestation Data CY 2019
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HIway Provider Directory 2.0
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HIway Provider Directory 2.0
The Mass HIway Provider Directory (PD) is a searchable directory of individual
and organizational Direct Addresses. This includes published addresses of Mass
HIway participants and users of other DirectTrust Member HISPs.

Purpose of the Mass HIway Provider Directory 2.0 (PD 2.0)
 Allows providers to increase Direct Messaging use for care coordination by
having access to other Providers’ Direct Addresses in Massachusetts
What’s new with PD 2.0
 Expands list of clinicians and other providers who participate in a DirectTrust
HISP including Mass HIway users

 Provides identification details to search for the Direct Address of specific
providers, such as organization name, provider name, contact info, and NPI
Account Manager will assist in operationalizing the Mass HIway PD 2.0

 Identifies which trading partners are in the Mass HIway community
 Advises how to engage additional trading partners to exchange on the HIway
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HIway Direct Messaging – migration to AWS
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HIway Direct Messaging – migration to AWS
 The Mass HIway contracts with Orion Health for its Direct Messaging services,
provided as a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution known as Orion Health
Communicate®
 During September, Orion Health has been migrating all its SaaS components to
Amazon Web Services (AWS) for improved efficiency, reliability, scalability, and
performance.
 The final migration steps will be completed during the Mass HIway
maintenance window scheduled for this Saturday 9/26 at 6PM and lasting until
Sunday morning at 5AM.
 The timing of this maintenance has been coordinated with the Mass.
Department of Public Health to minimize impact on COVID-19 reporting by
hospitals and labs.
 Preparation steps, including firewall configuration changes and installation of
new security certificates, have been arranged in advance with HIway
participant organizations.
 HIway staff will be coordinating closely with Orion Health staff throughout the
maintenance and will verify HIway connectivity following the migration.
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Consolidated Clinical Gateway
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CCG: Mass HIway Consolidated Clinical
Gateway Project
Clinical Gateway nodes enable providers to submit messages through the Mass HIway to
EOHHS applications, mostly supporting the DPH backend applications.
•

Currently there are seven (7) applications








Massachusetts Cancer Registry (MCR)
Childhood Lead Poison Prevention Program (CLPPP)
Children’s Behavioral Health Initiative (CBHI)
Electronic Lab Reporting (ELR)
Immunization (MIIS)
Intake Enrolment Assessment and Transfer Service (OTP&TB)
Syndromic Surveillance (SYNDROMIC)

This project will re-implement the current suite of Clinical Gateway nodes as a
Consolidated Clinical Gateway (CCG) application running in the AWS cloud that offers
submitters a choice of interface options while reducing EOHHS maintenance, operational
complexity, and costs.
•

Key project objectives include





Migrate to AWS to reduce infrastructure costs and address scalability
Provide future alternatives to Direct messaging for public health reporting
Support Query & Retrieve functionality to align with TEFCA
Implement a FHIR interface to support enhanced the business functionality
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CCG: Migrating to AWS
 Design Features



Migrate to AWS



Develop, test, and deploy Consolidated CCG in AWS
Establish EOHHS support, maintenance, and release
management procedures for AWS
Eliminate need for LW VG4 environments for current
CG nodes

 Benefits

3

1
2







Reduces infrastructure overhead & cost
Creates easily scalable infrastructure
Easy to manage
Reduces or eliminates downtime
Supports EOHHS IT enterprise-wide move towards
AWS

 Risks





Learning curve
Architecture adjustments for optimized returns
Staffing impacts as new processes evolve for support,
maintenance, and release management
Dependencies on EOTSS team
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CCG: Consolidating CG nodes
 Design Features

Enhance Functionality





Consolidates from current 7 separate nodes
Reduces infrastructure requirements
Implements context-based routing component for
clinical nodes

 Benefits


3

1
2









Maintaining CCG will be more manageable and can be
included in the general downtime windows
Deployment from Development to consolidated
environments (QA, Certification, and Production) as
opposed to 3 deployments for each of 7 applications
Simpler deployment of upgrades, patches, and
enhancements
Reduced number of VMs and overhead will lower the
operating costs
Fewer Rhapsody instances required
Simpler routing of messages with single endpoint
Easier maintenance of XML gateway
Easier to add “modules” for new use-cases than
building additional nodes

 Risks


New development requires significant testing and
validation with each backend application
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CCG: Aligning with FHIR APIs
 Design Features


Enhance Functionality




Implement a WSDL-based web service interface
solution to support synchronous operations
Support FHIR and other alternative interfaces
Design to operate in parallel with Direct messaging

 Benefits


3

1




2




Supports synchronous Query & Retrieve in alignment
with direction of TEFCA
Provides alternative to Direct messaging for public
health reporting with possible native HL7 from EHRs
Provides alternative to Connect Devices; can begin
program to eliminate devices and their heavy
support requirements
Fewer Connect Devices and their Direct connections
will reduce costs
Easy to implement – already in place for MIIS

 Risks


Details of technology and schedule for TEFCA
remain unspecified
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CCG: High Level Architecture
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CCG: AWS migration timeline

Live: Q3/Q4 2020

Design & Dev

Internal Apps

Live: Q4 2020/Q1 2021

CCG Phase 1

Live: Q1/Q2 2021

Live: Q2 2021

CCG Phase 2

FHIR & Others

Internal Apps:

CCG Phase 1:

CCG Phase 2:

Enhancements

• Attestation Forms

• MCR

• IEATS

• FHIR Proof of

• CBHI

• ELR

• Masshiway.net

• CLPPP

• MIIS

• Sugar CRM

• Syndromic

(Live Now!)

Concept

• Operations Tools

Migration notes:
• CG nodes in current VG4 environment are retained until the AWS system is stabilized. In case of any issues
this allows for a quick rollback to the VG4 environment
• Migrations will be done on weekend nights to make sure the message flow is not interrupted during peak
processing hours
• For CCG Phase 1, the lower volume nodes will be cutover to PROD first and Syndromic will be last
• For CCG Phase 2, the lower volume nodes will be cutover to PROD first and MIIS will be last
• Each production cutover will have in-depth pre-production cutover activities

Clinical Gateway nodes: COVID-19
As part of the daily COVID-19 reporting cycle, the Clinical Gateway (CG) nodes receive
messages via the Mass HIway’s Direct Messaging System from hospital emergency
departments and laboratories, transform them, and deliver them to the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health’s Syndromic Surveillance and Electronic Lab Reporting
applications for processing and analysis
•

Syndromic Surveillance
 All Massachusetts hospital emergency departments participate
 Highest message volume of all CG nodes with an average of 8.5 million messages per month
 ED records of admissions and discharges of patients are processed by the Syndromic
Surveillance CG node, which feeds the National Syndromic Surveillance Program’s BioSense
Platform at the CDC
 BioSense data is used by the Commonwealth’s Syndromic Surveillance program at the DPH
Bureau of Infectious Disease and Laboratory Sciences for analysis of trends pertaining to
COVID-19

•

Electronic Lab Reporting





CG node handles reports of test results from about 40% of hospital labs
ELR averages about 1,500 Direct Messages per month
Each Direct Message contains a batch of test results
Test results from other labs reported directly to the DPH Lab Reporting program
22

HIway strategic plan
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HIway Strategic Plan: Overview

The Mass HIway is the EOHHS program tasked with promoting and increasing
adoption of Health Information Exchange (HIE) throughout the Commonwealth
Current
services

New
initiatives

Direct
Messaging

• Direct Trust HISP
• Implementation team

HIwaysponsored
Service

• State-operated systems

eMOLST

• Regulatory framework for
market-based systems

ENS
FHIR API

HIway-facilitated
Service
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eMOLST: History of MOLST in
Massachusetts
Medical Order for Life Sustaining Treatment (MOLST) is an advance care planning
document for end of life choices.
•

2008 – MA legislature enacts Chapter 305 of the Acts of 2008, Sections 41–43 to “establish a pilot program to test
the implementation of the physician order for life-sustaining treatment paradigm program.”

•

2010 – In April, the MOLST Demonstration program is implemented involving two acute care hospitals; five skilled
nursing facilities, home health, and hospice providers; one primary care home-visiting program; and regional
emergency medical services.

•

2011 – MOLST Demonstration Report recommends statewide expansion of MOLST.

•

2012 – MOLST statewide expansion announced in MA DPH Circular Letter: DHCQ 12-3-560 and statewide
expansion of MOLST use begins.

•

2014 – MOLST form in use in clinical care institutions statewide.

•

2017 – Multiple efforts led by the Coalition on Serious Illness Care, DPH Palliative Care Advisory Committee, and
Massachusetts eHealth Institute begin to scope out the transition of MOLST from paper to electronic format,
including RFI for technical specifications and lessons learned from other states.

•

2017 – BCBS Massachusetts commits $500,0001 to fund electronic MOLST/POLST contingent upon state match.

•

2018 – DPH Palliative Care Advisory Committee discusses implementation, receives input from providers, and
continues to explore the transition to the National POLST Paradigm.
1The

exact amount available is $492,500 given fees paid by BCBS MA when transferring funding.

https://www.molst-ma.org/basic-informaton-about-molst-0
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eMOLST: Project background

EOHHS is pursuing a multi-agency project to digitize the Medical Order for Life
Sustaining Treatment (MOLST: MA end-of-life preferences documentation) into a
centralized electronic format (eMOLST).

Project objectives:

E.O. Elder Affairs
Dept. Public Health

• Update current
MOLST to match
POLST paradigm
• Develop educational
materials for
patients and
providers

• Update the state’s MOLST form
• Create a single source of truth for MOLSTs
• Integrate eMOLST as practicable
MassHealth

Mass Hiway
MeHI

• Provide educational
materials to
beneficiaries and
providers

• Design single source
of truth repository
• Explore integration
with provider EHRs
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ENS initiative: Regulatory and
certification process

Objectives:

Implement a regulatory framework that:
• Supports initiatives the HIway would facilitate to improve
health care delivery, quality, and coordination
• Promotes robust privacy and security standards that protect
patient data

Regulation:

• Establish a HIway-facilitated framework, including ENS
certification process
• Require providers to submit ADT feeds to certified ENS vendor(s)

Certification:

• EOHHS to develop detailed objective criteria to determine
certification eligibility
• Define ENS “rules of the road” through vendor certification (e.g.,
limit use cases, require vendor reflection, security
requirements, etc.)
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ENS initiative: Framework

Data submitters – acute care hospitals
Pittsfield Hospital

Boston Hospital

ENS
Framework*

Boston PCP

ENS 1
Contracts:
Boston PCP
Boston BH

ENS 2
Contract:
Boston CP

Boston BH

Boston CP

Cape Hospital

ENS 3
Contract:
Cape PCP

S
h
a
r
e

D
a
t
a

Cape PCP

ENS recipients
*ENS framework will include regulations and a state certification process that will govern the ENS initiative. Number of vendors still to
be determined; three used for simplified illustrative purposes.
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FHIR API: Finalized federal
interoperability rules overview
CMS and ONC published companion final rules on May 1, 2020 to improve national
interoperability.1 Together, these rules govern information exchange from
organizations to patients.
CMS: “CMS-regulated payers” – MA, MassHealth, Federal
Exchange Plans
Applicability
ONC: “Actors” – Providers, vendors, HIEs

Data Standards

Information Blocking
(ONC final rule)

Required Transactions
1 CMS Interoperability

Data transport: Application Programming Interface (API)
Data structure: Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resource
(FHIR) Release 4
Data elements: U.S. Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI)
Providers, vendors, HIEs cannot block transfer of EHI
• Date of Publication – 6mo: voluntary compliance
• 6mo – 24mo: required compliance – USCDI only
• 24mo+: required compliance – all EHI data

1) Payers and providers must be able to send a single
patient’s EHI
2) EHRs must be able to transfer all EHI to another EHR

and Patient Access final rule (CMS-9115-F); ONC 21st Century Cures Act final rule (45 CFR Parts 170 and 171

RIN 0955-AA01).
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CMS Vision
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FHIR API: Federal ecosystem aims at
provider-to-patient communication

Federal interoperability
principally focuses on patient
retrieving data

1) Patient submits request for her data via
a third-party app
2) Third-party app sends request to patient’s
providers and payers for data
3) Providers and payers send data to
a third-party app
2

1
Patient

Third-party
app

EHR
FHIR
API

Provider

3
FHIR
API

Payer
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HIway connection requirement & 2020 attestation
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HIway regulatory update: 2020
attestation timeline
The HIway started planning for the 2020 attestation cycle last fall. Early this spring,
outreach and education ramped up. After delaying the attestation deadline to account
for COVID-19, as of Aug. 1, the HIway is accepting attestation/exception forms.

Attestation timeline:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Dec. 31, 2019: Deadline to implement use cases for 2020 attestation cycle
May 2020:
– HIway extends attestation/ADT deadlines
– First attestation webinar; PDF version of attestation/exception forms online
(publicly available for submitters to prepare answers in advance)
Aug. 1, 2020: Attestation/exception webforms go live and start accepting submissions
Dec. 31, 2020: Deadline for attestation/exception submissions
Jan. 1, 2021: Deadline for Acute Care Hospitals to submit ADTs to the Statewide ENS
Framework
Jan. 2021: HIway reaches out to POs that have not submitted
Spring 2021: When it seems that submissions have stopped, HIway
closes webform
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HIway regulatory update –
Administrative bulletin 20-47

1.

2.

3.

Attestation Deadline Extended to December 31, 2020
– The new attestation window will run from August 1, 2020, to December 31,
2020.
Acute Care Hospital Year 4 fines are waived
– In 2019, Acute Care Hospitals were in Year 4 and were required to send and
receive use cases using HIway Direct Messaging by December 31, 2019. EOHHS
is waiving fines for Acute Care Hospitals that did not meet this requirement.
However, these organizations are still expected to submit attestation or
exception forms by December 31, 2020.
ADT Requirement extended to January 1, 2021
– Acute Care Hospitals will be required to submit ADT data to a Certified Event
Notification Service (ENS) vendor by January 1, 2021.
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HIway regulatory update: HIway
connection requirement

The HIway connection requirement requires providers to engage in HIE via the Mass HIway
as set forth in M.G.L. Chapter 118I, Section 7, and as detailed in the Mass HIway
Regulations (101 CMR 20.00).
Provider organization

First year requirement applied

Submit in 2020

2017

Year 4 attestation form

2018

Year 3 attestation form

2019

Year 2 attestation form

Acute care hospitals
Large and medium medical ambulatory
practices

Large community health centers
Small community health centers
HIway annual connection requirement

Year 1

Send or receive HIway Direct messages for at least one use case

Year 2

Send or receive HIway Direct messages for at least one provider-to provider (P2P) use
case

Year 3

Send HIway Direct messages for at least one P2P use case, and Receive HIway Direct
messages for at least one P2P use case

Year 4

Meet Year 3 requirement or be subject to penalties if requirement is not met
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HIway regulatory update: Attestation
process improvements
For the 2020 attestation cycle, the HIway made improvements to streamline the process
for providers and collect data regarding new program requirements.

New this year:

•

HIway unique ID (HID): Each provider organization/suborganization has been assigned a HID. Submitters will use HIDs
on their forms (instead of the full name/location of each suborg). This should streamline the process, especially for
practices with many sub-organizations.

•

New section to record ADT submission by Acute Care
Hospitals

•

Clarified language in use case transmission methods section

•

New questions on attestation/exception forms, including
36
taking a deeper dive into details of use cases

HIway Adoption and Utilization Support
(HAUS) Services
Mass HIway offers HAUS Services to assist organizations in the deployment
of electronic health information exchange to enhance care coordination

HAUS Account Management Team will assist organizations with
 Technical Connectivity Assessment
 New or improved utilization of HIE in care coordination, through
the development and implementation of HIE-supported use cases
 HIE Technology and Workflow Project Plan
 Training on how to use Direct Messaging services and workflow implementation

Three tracks available to receive HAUS Services
 HAUS for MassHealth Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs), Community Partners
(CPs), and Community Service Agencies (CSAs), in partnership with MassHealth
 HAUS for other healthcare organizations that need to connect to the Mass HIway for
the purposes of meeting the regulations
 HIway participants interested in using Direct Messaging to support care coordination
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Appendix A: HIway operations update
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HIway participation
January 21, 2020 – August 20, 2020

New participation agreements








Auburn Primary Care and Aesthetics
Cedar Hill Pediatrics
Family Continuity Program
Harrington Physician Services
PatriotDirect Family Medicine
Walden Pond Pediatrics
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HIway participation
January 21, 2020 – August 20, 2020

New connections



















Auburn Primary Care and Aesthetics*
Cape Cod Healthcare
Cedar Hill Pediatrics*
Family Continuity Program*
Fenway Community Health Center
Harrington Hospital
Harrington Physician Services*
Lawrence General Hospital
Merrimack Valley ACO
Milford Regional Medical Center
PatriotDirect Family Medicine*
Signature Healthcare
Spectrum Health Systems
Walden Pond Pediatrics*
Harrington Hospital*
Holyoke Medical Center*
Reliant Medical Group
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* Participants that were enrolled and
connected in the same period. All others are
new connections for existing clients.

HIway transactions
HIway transaction volume update


From September 2019 through August 2020 the average was 15.4 million
production transactions/month.



The Mass HIway processed a total of 16.6 million production transactions during the
August reporting period, from July 21 through August 20, 2020.



Public Health Reporting in August accounted for 14.4 million transactions, or 86% of
the total production volume. This included 8.6 million Syndromic Surveillance
transactions and 5.7 million Immunization transactions.



Provider to Provider transactions totaled 267,139 for August and averaged 179,174
per month over the past year.



The Mass HIway team continuously monitors transaction levels, both to support
operations and to identify data that provide additional insight into HIway trends and
progress.



HIway availability through August 2020 has remained at 100% with no unplanned
downtime for the past 18 months.
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Executive Office of Health and Human Services

Thank you!
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